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Goodbye

Element

Hello 
PickUp!



Now, sign-up early & get your ass-to-class.

Hi Rhinos! WhitWhit here.

The past month has been another whirlwind for Happy Hour.
Thankfully, we love our new home at PickUp USA!

All of this wouldn't be possible without you Rhinos... you have
been incredible through all the recent changes.  You continue to

show up, in-person & online.  You pitch in & offer to help.
You recruit & welcome new friends.

And you've done it all with kindness & love. 

I wanted to take over the letter portion of the newsletter this month
to highlight our Happy Hour coaches.  We all know they are kind &
capable of in a coaching setting, but behind the scenes, these two

strong & badass ladies blow me away.  They meet weekly to discuss
techniques & develop lesson plans.  They collaborate to create

fun, safe, & effective workouts.  But what is most incredible:
they take time to consider everyone. 

They look ahead at the rosters (sign-up early!) & select
exercises/stretches/tracks based on EACH OF YOU.  They know who
has a shoulder injury or vertigo or recently sprained a pinky finger.
They know who recently lost a loved one or a pet and may need a

boost.  They know who is struggling & who has extra love to share.
They know your bodies.  They know you.  And they see you.

THIS is what makes Happy Hour Fitness so freaking special.
Make yourself a priority & commit to class - you'll get a workout
designed for you.  You'll get personal attention.  Support.  Love.

You get it all.

Thanks for showing up.

Thanks for making this possible.

Whit Whit



"She never makes me feel like I'm a bother & is so quick to help me" - Schoo

it's WhitWhit's anniversary as happy hour

Business Director/Rayn Wrangler!
 

WhitWhit adds so much value to our organization

& we are infinitely stronger because of her leadership.

Thank you, WhitWhit!  We love you!
 
 

"She fixes things like a little elf, under cover of night" -Mozie
 

"She'll drop everything to help anyone, with anything, any time" -Monica
 

"She's the best because she is incredibly kind" -Jess
 

"She's so loving and caring, and goes above & beyond for us" -Mo
 

"WhitWhit is the most approachable and kind person.  She stays
patient with us and works relentlessly to support our team." -Rhea

 

"She tasted the Kool Aid, liked what she tasted, and wanted to start
making it." -Lydia

 

"She makes everyone feel valued & loved.  She sees good in every
situation.  She leads us with a heart full of love & dedication." -Crystal

 

"WhitWhit is an intelligent, hardworking, witty woman who genuinely
cares about each & every Rhino." -Barbie

 

"The best mama, friend, wife, and a total smarty pants that us Rhinos
couldn't live without!  We call her WhitWhit!"  -Boozy

 

"She adds soul to the group.  Her calm, consistent reliability brings
comfort during tumultuous times."  -McPants

 

"She has the patience of a Saint & the determination of a tardigrade!" -Mel
 

"WhitWhit is the best because she supports our gainzz by making sure
everything runs smoothly" - Augie

 





 

30 day class passes:
 

5 classes $65
9 classes $105
12 classes $125

 

 
 RHINOREMOTE$69/month

 



RR 530pm

No choreography,
boot camp-style
classes are now
simply called
HAPPY HOUR.

Stations, circuits,
& tabatas, oh my! 

Rayn's signature 
in-person
choreography
classes are called
HOUSE PARTY.

RHINO REMOTE
is Happy Hour
Fitness, online!

Boot Camp:
NO choreography
Track Attack:
ALL choreography

rhinos on the go, uncle bear's pop-ups,

& crash are hibernating for the summer



I'm from Manila.  As a Filipino, I have a saint’s name (Maria); but I go by Liza

(pronounced like Lisa).  Ramos is my dad’s name, del Mundo is my baby

daddy’s name.  My nickname is Seshie.  How did my nickname start?

Well, Rayn & I used to talk about our "sessions" together:  we talked about

needing to hit a work out sesh or wanting to grab a coffee talk sesh....

so we started saying we were SESH-ion buddies, or Seshies!  I've been

training with Rayn since 2015 so I've had countless "sessions" with her

and all my wonderful Happy Hour friends throughout the years.  

I love spending time with my awesome 27-year-old son (Luis), dog

(Gordon) , & personal chef/roommate – T.  I also EAT chips,  work for the

President of ASU (Go Devils!), EAT, clean, EAT Reese cups, yard work, & EAT.  

My fav tracks are Sing, Dynamite, Don’t Start Now, PYT, Break My Heart,

UnSweet, Levitating, Naked, Kiss & Make Up, Thnks fr th Mmrs, Heartbeat,

Blackout &…RIDE LIKE THE WIND!  I stand in the front row (ho) & tell Rayn 

"I almost died, you know?!"  And she also  says "What Whipple?", referring

to  my  Whipple surgery in 2018....now I know we're "training for LIFE!"

JUNE RHINO:  LIZA/SESHIE:  MARIA LIZA RAMOS DEL MUNDO
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24/7 content
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LETTUCE WRAPS

ingredients:

by Margie "Monroe"

instructions:

rhino recipies


